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The Honda TL was a single cylinder, four-stroke All motorcycle produced by Honda between
and Claimed horsepower was 8. The engine was a air cooled single cylinder, four-stroke. Fuel
was supplied via a overhead cams ohc. It came with a 2. Stopping was achieved via expanding
brake drum brake in the front and a expanding brake drum brake in the rear. The TL Ihatovo was
fitted with a 1. The bike weighed just It was produced from till One color was available: Silver
Metallic with Tahitian Red. The fuel tank stripe is red and so are the "TL" side cover decals. The
frame is dark gray metallic. The engine was a 4-stroke single cylinder OHC displacing cc. It had
a one-piece cylinder head. The transmission was a 5-speed. The serial number began TL The
gas tank stripe was blue. The "TL" side cover decal was also blue. The frame was gloss black.
The gas tank stripe was red. The "TL" side cover decal was yellow, orange, and red. The gas
tank stripe was orange. The "TL" side cover decal was also orange. The engine was a cc OHC
single cylinder with a 2-piece cylinder head. The serial number began TLS From CycleChaos.
Honda TL Manufacturer Honda. Western Power Sports. This motorcycle , scooter , or moped
-related article is a stub. You can help Cycle Chaos by expanding it. Contact User:Budlight if
you need help. Categories : Trials motorcycles Motorcycle stubs Honda motorcycles s
motorcycles s motorcycles. Namespaces Page Discussion. Views Read Edit View history. This
page was last edited on 23 November , at Gear box: 5-speed Final Drive: chain. Front:
expanding brake drum brake Rear: expanding brake drum brake. Honda GN4 10W A Nice TL!
Vintage Trials Bike. Runs Very Well. Side covers are with the bike. Paint is OK, not excellent.
Exhaust is in very good condition. Tires are new. Fresh Service. Carb Cleaned. Includes extra
seat. Runs good, new rear tire. Clear title. Greg Nice tl Runs well. Ready for ahrma racing or
putting around the farm. Collectible classic motorcycle. Fairly rare. Call Jonny if interested This
is a TL This is now considered to be a "Vintage Trials bike" and would work well in that arena. I
am the second owner, bike runs and shifts good, no issues. Doesn't smoke, starts readily, have
recently replaced the throttle cable and fork seals. Brakes work fine, original shocks. Seat has
been recovered, recent new grips installed. Original muffler gone, replaced with another which
h. Here is a well preserved vintage '73 Honda 4-stroke trials bike in very good condition. This is
the first year of production for the US market. These bikes were sold in the USA from until , and
continued in Europe and Asia for several more years. Features rebuilt carb, new points and coil.
Tank, fenders and side covers have been refinished professionally with new decals and
clearcoat. Here is a Honda TL in excellent condition. New engine rings and valve job. Here's a
rare opportunity to own one of the best vintage trials bike ever made. It's a Honda TL in
beautiful unrestored original condition. This is the first year production for this bike. There's
quite a few owners clubs for these and a strong aftermarket parts supply that makes owning
and using one of these a lot of fun! It's all original except for the nicely made aftermarket
muffler. I haven't started it in 2 years.. Rare Honda TL trials dirtbike for sale. Clean title in hand
and does match VIN on frame see photo. I've never register this as it tops out at about 40mph
but you could. This bike was designed for torque not speed. Pretty good shape for it's age but
certainly some dents and scraps. Some surface rust as well where the paint has come off over
time. Most part are original such as the tank, fi. Bought from original owner. Still has tool kit and
manual behind panel. I have the original exhaust. Very nice Honda TL vintage trials bike. Good
condition. Call or text Jonny at. Bike is in amazing shape, runs great and ready to go!.
Purchased for our teen - and now he is a young man and a little too big for the bike. It has been
a great starter bike and would be a good fit for beginner to intermediate riders, especially young
or small-to-medium size people. Carb recently cleaned. For sale Honda TL it starts easy runs
good everything original and correct. I don't ride this bike everyday but when I do it's really fun
to ride handles great. City: Kennewick, WA. Posted: 6 months ago. City: Long Island, NY. City:
Lewiston, ID. Posted: 7 months ago. City: Sacramento, CA. City: Los Angeles, CA. Posted: 1
year ago. City: Skagit, WA. City: Rochester, MN. City: Fort Collins, CO. City: Pueblo, CO. City:
Visalia, CA. City: Youngstown, OH. Posted: 2 years ago. City: Atlanta, GA. City: Gold Country,
CA. City: Kalispell, MT. Posted: 3 years ago. City: Madison, WI. Posted: 4 years ago. Welcome
our 4 Sale series about interesting, unique or weird bikes for sale online. Note: This is not an
advertisement. ADVrider is not affiliated in any way with either the seller or marketplace. Do you
know of any unique bikes for sale? Let us know by filling in this form. They were bashing the
European and American opposition into the ground in the full-size, mid-size and small-capacity
motorcycle markets. They were also doing pretty well in racing. What could Big Red turn its
sights on next? And one of the first bikes that showed how serious Honda was, was the TL
trials bike. When you compare it to a modern trials machine, the proportions are a bit off. It
almost looks like you could use this thing as a daily driver, a dual sport. Air-cooled Honda
goodness. Gutless, but tough, and also quiet. Photo: Webebike. These days, trials riding is all
about mad flippity-flops on your rear wheel, like Toni Bou who, coincidentally, rides for Honda
â€¦. But in , trials was a little more sensible. Just like the desert racing scene back then, there

were more people involved, of all talent levels and ages. Trials had more of an emphasis on
real-world riding, and less brapping about in a stadium full of fans. So when it showed up, how
was the TL set up? The chassis was new, but the engine itself was borrowed from the SL dirt
bike. This was maybe the biggest strike against the TL, as the SL was not reckoned to be the
kind of motorcycle a hairy-chested dirt rider aspired to those guys bought Euro machines. The
engine was tough, but compared to the two-stroke competition, it was gutless. Honda had big
plans for its two-stroke line, but for now, the four-stroke, air-cooled engine, with cc and about
12 hp, would have to do. The four-stroke TL was gutless even in its day. Stock sprockets leave
the machine geared too high, and fiddling about with ratios can help it a lot. But again, if you
were riding this thing more as a trail bike, like original users often did, that might be less of an
issue. Decades ago, you could even get parts like a Sammy Miller-built replacement frame for
the TL, which greatly reduced weight, but finding those aftermarket parts now can often be
difficult. Like everything else from the era, original TL also had dual rear shocks, and drum
brakes front and rear. You could also buy it with a full light kit. A cool machine, despite its lack
of power, and of interest to vintage trials collectors or Honda enthusiasts, but without the
cachet of more significant models. Skip to content. A potential machine if you're interested in
vintage trials events? Comment Series: 4 Sale Welcome our 4 Sale series about interesting,
unique or weird bikes for sale online. Previous Article: Suzuki Trojan: An undersized warrior
with an awkward name. Related 4 Sale. Subscribe to Our Newsletter Your email Thank you for
subscribing! This email is already subscribed. There has been an error. Keep The Ride Going
Breaking. See more articles. Breaking Buell is back! Air compressor suggestions 12 Replies.
Still riding?.. Anyone use an old school intercom between house and garage? Garmin Zumo XT
2, Replies. Back to top Top. It had been sitting in a heated garage for several decades. I had it
running in but decided last fall to get a complete nine month frame-off restoration at a well
known restoration shop in Ohio. The 4-stroke engine was also rebuilt and always starts on the
first kick. I realize that this is expensive for this bike, but if you want most likely the best
example on the planet of a Honda TL , Honda's first production Trials motorbike, this is it. Give
me a call if you have any questions, thanks for looking at this really cool bike. Make Honda.
Model Trials TL This is a very cool Classic Trials TL ! Stop by and check it out. Model Tl
Excellent condition, runs great. Cash at pick up. Model Tl. Great vintage trials bike. Located in
Rochester Hills, Mi zip Apply online today or over the phone. We want to make sure you get the
best buying experience from the start. Allow us to earn your business today. Apply online for
financing at OnTrackPowersports. IF you have one or twenty questions we are here to answer
them. If you have ANY questions please give us a call, we would love to answer them for you!
Make Suzuki. Holy Smokes! This bike is on the cusp of being a classic as it is fast approaching
it's 20th birthday. One would expect of it's age and given the powerfull type of bike it is to show
evidence of being ridden aggressively by some hooligan, but it actually quite the opposite. It's
very clear that this bike has been extremely well maintained and taken care of lovingly.
Everything functions as it should and it needs nothing. It is up to date on all of it's regular
maintenance and the tires are in great shape. It just needs a rider. A little about the TL if you are
not familiar: V-Twin, liquid cooled, 6 speed, sportbike. A healthy hp at 9,rpm. Predecessor of the
beloved 'SV' series Suzuki motorcycles. This bike is known for being punchy, powerful, and
aggressive. No, it is not the best, not the fastest, but that hasn't stopped it from having a cult
following or from being just a neat looking motorcycle none the less. You can also call Lauren
at with questions. Visit our website to see our entire inventory. I was looking for some kind of
'real' description, and found this short article, which I hope helps explain the bike a bit as it has
been out of production for few years: The late s saw a rash of new V-twin sports machines,
spurred by the success of Ducati's Suzuki's first attempt was the TLS, a stylish, half-faired
sports machine, with a host of innovative technologies. Fairing-mounted ram-air intake scoops
feed an advanced fuel-injection system which enhances power and reduces emissions, while a
slick, six-speed gearbox delivers the power to a broad section rear tyre. The valve-train design
is also unusual, using a mixture of chains and gears to drive the camshafts in order to reduce
the size of the cylinder heads. The chassis is unusual. The frame uses an aluminium tube trellis
design which combines stiffness with low weight. Upside-down 43mm 1. This layout, partly
chosen to assist in routing the rear cylinder and exhaust, has been criticized by some experts,
although in theory it should offer benefits including reduced friction. The TLS received some
criticism for its handling, particularly claims that it was susceptible to front-end instability.
Suzuki reacted to these claims by adding a steering damper shortly after the bike was
introduced, and retro-fitting the damper to customers' bikes. The non-adjustable damper fits
above the top yoke, and does calm the steering under hard acceleration, although it makes the
steering slightly heavier at low speeds. Despite its strong performance and aggressive
character, the TLS wasn't a big success for Suzuki. Price discounting did keep sales bouyant in

some markets though, and many riders also appreciated the aggressive reputation which the TL
had gained through its strong performance and tricky handling. The TLS was discontinued in If
you have questions please feel free to give us a call. Thousand Oaks, CA. Baton Rouge, LA.
Easton, PA. Rock Springs, WY. Dix Hills, NY. Alpharetta, GA. Bucksport, ME. Alert Successfully
Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Honda Tl Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Honda Model Tl Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Year
Make Honda Model -. Year Make Honda Model Tl. Year Make Suzuki Model Tl Prev 1 2 3 4 Next.
Make Honda 5 Suzuki 2 Yamaha Motorcycles 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear
Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Make Honda. Model Trials TL This is a very
cool Classic Trials TL ! Stop by and check it out. It had been sitting in a heated garage for
several decades. I had it running in but decided last fall to get a complete nine month frame-off
restoration at a well known restoration shop in Ohio. The 4-stroke engine was also rebuilt and
always starts on the first kick. I realize that this is expensive for this bike, but if you want most
likely the best example on the planet of a Honda TL , Honda's first production Trials motorbike,
this is it. Give me a call if you have any questions, thanks for looking at this really cool bike.
Model Tl. Great vintage trials bike. Located in Rochester Hills, Mi zip Grants Pass, OR. Baton
Rouge, LA. Fairbury, IL. Easton, PA. Memphis, TN. Mill Valley, CA. Morristown, TN. Alert
Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Honda Trials Tl Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Year Make Honda Model Tl. Make Honda 3.
Category Beta Classic Motorcycles 2. State California 1 Colorado 1 Michigan 1 Pennsylvania 1.
ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. TL
Made from high-quality aluminum, has a significant weight difference over the steel chromed
version. For use with our after-market fenders. Also available in powder-coated or painted finish
for an additional fee. We highly recommend you coat your new tank with our tank sealant. This
protects the tank from the additives in the US fuel supply, which do not necessarily like
fiberglass. Clip-on Number Plate Manufactured of high-quality, hard plastic impervious to
gasoline and chemicals. Gun metal gray. Cross bar pad not included. Pro Taper Handlebars
High-strength T6 aerospace alloy rated at 70, psi ultimate strength. Knurled clutch side for
secure grip hold. Shot-peened finish to increase fatigue life. Cold-forged crossbar with stainless
hardware. Crossbar pad included. High quality fabrication. Unique design features easy on and
off. Fits all bars. Looks great and protects! Cables All cables manufactured on-site, assembled
with a seven-seven strand of aircraft-grade inner cable inside a flat-wound housing with a nylon
inner sheath for maximum strength and flexibility. All throttle cables require a Domino throttle
assembly. Front brake cables may require your stock adjuster. Call for more info. Cable Luber
Used to inject lubricant into the cable housing. Clamps over the housing and wire, allowing an
aerosol can to be connected. Once the lube runs out the far end, the cable is lubricated. Chain
Break Tool Heat-treated, replacement tip included. Chain Tensioner Assembly Comes complete
with spring, arm, pad, and hardware. Requires the manufacture of a tab and welding it onto your
swingarm. This is the first fully synthetic racing chain lubricant for motorcycles. Semi-synthetic
Silkolene Chain Lube. Suitable for all types of chain including o-ring. Waterproof, genuine NGK
"L"-style cap. Case Bolt Set When you're through refreshing the engine and ready to put it back
together, dress it up with our stainless steel case bolts! Everything you need in one easy
package. Petcock Washer Replace the worn-out washer in your stock fuel petcock. Motorcycle
Fuel Line Black fuel line, compatible with a wide range of high performance additives. Extremely
flexible, resists kinking. Fits your stock cage. Don't forget your air filter oil! Silkolene foam filter
oil is a high-technology coating treatment for all foam filtrs. It contains polymeric additives
which provide a hyper-tacky surface to resist sand, dust and water, but not air flow. It applies
extra thin to penetrate and then sets highly-tacky. Its synthetic formula does not restrict air
flow, plug filter cells, or migrate off the filter. Chemicals We proudly offer both Silkolene and
Maxima pre-mix, gear oil, fork oil and anything else you need! Call for pricing! Replacement
Fork Tubes Manufactured to fit your bike! Truly customized to your rider weight, ability, and
bike. Spring rates from 40 lb to lb. Betor Shocks, Non-rebuildable, non-rechargeable. In light,
medium, and interrmediate weights. Special additives control anti-foaming, rust and corrosion.
In light, medium and intermediate weights. Rim Locks 1. Wheel Bearing Kit All the bearings and
seal required to refit a wheel in one convenient package. Spoke Sets Stainless steel
pre-packaged or custom spoke sets. Aluminum Rims After-market aluminum rims. Click on any
link to the left to visit our bike pages, event schedule, services and more!! Bar End Plugs.
Folding Gear Shift Lever Replace your stock shift lever with our folding-tip lever and have one
less broken lever to worry about! Adjustable Lever Assembly Alloy adjustable clutch lever.
Forged construction in anodized silver finish. Features 3 cable tension adjusting points; softens
pull. We use i
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t as a brake lever, too! Available in black or polished finish. Not for use with hydraulic clutch or
brake systems. Available singly or in pairs. Amal-Pattern Lever Assemblies Aluminum levers;
very forgiving and bend rather than break. Available separately or in a pair. Domino Throttle
Assembly Aluminum tube throttle assembly fast turn. Aluminum Sprockets Rear sprockets.
Direct replacement for the original, saves weight and looks better! No spark arrestor included.
Pre-jetted, ready to bolt on, includes all you need to make your TL run like a dream: new carb,
Domino throttle assembly your choice fast or slow , new throttle cable and manifold. Muffler
Repacking Kit Made of tough dura-flex hi-temp fiberglass designed specifically for exhaust use.
Cylinder Boring. Cylinder Head Mods. Valve Seat Repair. Crank Rebuild plus parts. Fork Rebuild
plus parts. Shock Rebuild plus parts. TIG Welding. Bead Blast. Powder Coat plus supplies. Bar
End Plugs High quality fabrication. Site hosting by Web.

